Terrorists Threaten Oil Refinery

Another trucker who saw the incident around truck stops in New Jersey, more than several hundred-parked gasoline and trucks were reported in the two states despite reports.

Some interstate trucking owners warned drivers to stay off Ohio and Pennsylvania highways.

FDA investigators of drivers—appears to total more than several hundred-parked gasoline and trucks were reported in the two states despite reports.

New Jersey National Guard tow trucks and other state agencies were needed to hold away vehicles as high as 10 feet tall. Emergency 990-state police were on stands alert in West Virginia.

The one death reported was that of an unidentified driver whose rig plowed an embankment off the Ohio Turnpike about 200 yards from the Ohio-Pennsylvania line, PI., after its windshield was shattered by a bang reportedly heard for miles.

Police spokesman James Cox said a search of the area was being launched into the incident which seemed to have started in the Ohio or Pennsylvania gasoline and trucks were reported denied.

In Barbier, Ohio, Fred Act, 38, a New Jersey trucker who had been on the road by a cab and shattered. Another trucker who saw the incident called police who closed the road and removed the untied.

Webster: Harbor Friday and demanded a plane from the ferry I.aju. Their fate was not im-

Singapore Prime Minister Lee Kuan will also be awarded for the best photograph.

In addition, nineteen members of the staff have been named contributing editors. The Populist manager.
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THE NEW BOARD OF MANAGERS of The Daily Pennsylvanian will assume the duties of the outgoing board of directors.

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare's investigation of the Web Dubois Research project has been transferred from the Philadelphia HEW bureau.

He acknowledged, however, that the resolution would not supersede anything in the Constitution, but the Fifth Amendment guarantee against self-incrimination. The Populist manager.

Violence, Death Mark Nationwide Truck Stoppage

By United Press International

Trucks pulled off the Turnpike as a driver loaded with explosives was arrested. The manager.

In 1964 civil Rights Act and entered the case was Washington. He said that after receiving the material from Philadelphia the HEW attorneys in Washington had raised additional questions which were sent to the University and that they would be asked to investigate within three to four weeks.

The Populist manager.

Outgoing sports editor Glenn Unterberger will present forward Ron Haigler with the award.

Berger, a sophomore history major in the College, is the first person to hold the position.
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DP Improved U. for Berger

MORRIS BERGER
When Michael Berger, who transferred from the University of California, Berkeley, to the University of Pennsylvania last year, he didn’t do it "as a lark." Nor was it "for fun." The decision was based on a number of issues, including the academic atmosphere, the quality of the program, and the potential for career advancement.

And although he readily admits that he is quite happy at his new school, Berger said he "would have been interested in the University of Pennsylvania even if it had been the other way around." 

Now a year and a half after his

BM

haircut, much to the delight of his friends, former University of California, Berkeley, students, Berger finds himself in the second year of a master's program in journalism at the University of Pennsylvania. And although he is still a bit of an outcast, he is a bit more accepted now than he was when he first arrived at the University.

But Berger says that "my work on the paper has expanded my personal and intellectual horizons, and has made me understand that hard work is as important as it may seem.

From his work in various student publications and newspapers, Berger knows that hard work is an essential part of any successful business operation. As a former managing editor of the University of Pennsylvania's daily newspaper, Berger has seen the effects of hard work and dedication firsthand. He has seen how many students have struggled to get their papers out on time, and how many have failed because they did not put in the necessary effort.

Berger has gained much from his experience at the University of Pennsylvania, and he believes that his future career will be much brighter because of it. He feels that his education and experience will be of great value to him as he moves forward in his career.

By JIM KAHN

"It’s a great place to work, with a great group of people," Berger said. "The University of Pennsylvania is a great place to work, with a great group of people." Berger adds that he feels that he will be able to put his hard work and dedication to good use in his future career.

The University of Pennsylvania is a great place to work, with a great group of people. Berger, who is a senior in the School of Arts and Sciences, said that he feels that he will be able to put his hard work and dedication to good use in his future career.
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The Daily Pennsylvanian

The Duck Lady

By Marc Goldstein

The Duck Lady is not one of my own creation. I have heard it used many times, by many students on this campus. It may or may not be a real duck. It may or may not have a boyfriend. It may or may not live in the middle of the living room. You may no longer have to wade through those mazes of voices, E A. Schallhorn and Sea Wood Pills in the kitchen to find the duck and your order dirty. Maybe when you were developing a sound, to be in a hundred thousand chandeliers, he doesn't seem to react at all. You can turn on lights and sing in the bathroom and the duck does not notice. It appears at your own discretion in the room. Someone may smoke a cigarette while you are going to gun, or drink your last beer, or eat your last poptart. The little duckets that only a friend with whom you share a room would understand. The Duck Lady is there when you are alone: someone's way of making quaintness sound, someone's way of acting on the environment by chucking your brush into your sink that they won't ever move. The Duck Lady is there when you are alone: someone's way of making quaintness sound, someone's way of acting on the environment by chucking your brush into your sink that they won't ever move. The Duck Lady is there when you are alone: someone's way of making quaintness sound, someone's way of acting on the environment by chucking your brush into your sink that they won't ever move. The Duck Lady is there when you are alone: someone's way of making quaintness sound, someone's way of acting on the environment by chucking your brush into your sink that they won't ever move. The Duck Lady is there when you are alone: someone's way of making quaintness sound, someone's way of acting on the environment by chucking your brush into your sink that they won't ever move. The Duck Lady is there when you are alone: someone's way of making quaintness sound, someone's way of acting on the environment by chucking your brush into your sink that they won't ever move. The Duck Lady is there when you are alone: someone's way of making quaintness sound, someone's way of acting on the environment by chucking your brush into your sink that they won't ever move.
New Yorkers Stumble into Palestran As Cagers Fight Emotional Letdown

BY ROBERT GRUNEWALD

The Lions fell short of their 13-10, 13-9 victory over Columbia last year, but they did have the best of a tough home stretch last weekend with an 86-78 victory over the Palestrans in a meeting of teams that are generally strong at this point in the season.

Dartmouth and Brown are both teams that have had close losses recently, but the Lions seem to have the edge. The Palestrans have lost their last three games, while the Lions have won three of their last four.

The Lions' victory over the Palestrans was a big boost for the team, as they continue to build momentum towards the end of the season. With a win over the Palestrans, the Lions moved into a tie for second place in the Ivy League standings.

The Lions' next game is against the Yale Bulldogs, who are currently in third place in the league. A victory over Yale would give the Lions a significant boost in their quest for the Ivy League title.

The Lions are in a good position to make a run for the championship, but they will need to continue to perform at a high level in order to do so. With a tough schedule coming up, the Lions will have to be up to the challenge if they want to reach their goals.

Racquetmen Begin Meet of Schedule With Pair of Weekend Ivey Matches

BY BURTON WHITE

The Quakers are looking to make a statement this weekend when they host a pair of weekend Ivey matches. The matches are essential for the team to get back on track after a tough loss to Princeton last weekend.

The first match will be against the Columbia Lions, who are currently in second place in the Ivy League. The Quakers will need to put their best foot forward in order to compete with the Lions, who are a tough opponent.

The second match will be against the Dartmouth Big Green, who are currently in third place in the league. The Quakers will need to be on top of their game in order to come out on top against the Big Green.

The Quakers will need to rely on their depth and talent to pull off victories this weekend. With a win over Columbia and Dartmouth, the Quakers can solidify their position in the Ivy League standings.

The matches are an important opportunity for the Quakers to showcase their skills and build momentum for the rest of the season. With a strong showing this weekend, the Quakers can position themselves for a successful run in the Ivy League.

PENN SQUASH

BY JOHN HOGAN

The Penn squash team will be facing a strong challenge this weekend when they host Columbia and Dartmouth. The team is in need of a victory to boost their confidence after a tough loss to Princeton last weekend.

The team will need to stay focused and execute their game plan in order to come out on top against Columbia and Dartmouth. With strong performances this weekend, the Penn squash team can build momentum for the rest of the season.

The matches are an important opportunity for the team to showcase their skills and build confidence. With a strong showing this weekend, the Penn squash team can position themselves for a successful run in the Ivy League.

In Conclusion

Overall, the weekend matches will be crucial for the Penn squash team. With a strong showing, the team can build confidence and momentum for the rest of the season. The matches are an important opportunity for the team to showcase their skills and build confidence.
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